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I M E WAS, N O T S O VERY
long ago, when the cosmopolites
who annually flocked to the New
York Film Festival did so in the fervent
, hope of being outraged by some obscure
object of derision assailing them from
the screen. In those days, a perverse part
of the fun of attending lay in the prospect
of witnessing some unheralded experimentalist diddle with narrative form
in some new and inchoate manner, preferably while thrashing about in the
shoals of sexual pathology.
Alas, that time is seemingly past. T o
be sure, the festival committee has tried
to keep its end up in recent years with
the likes of In &he Realm of &he Senses and
Sal;, but for the most part the audience is
pretty shockproof nowadays. After all,
many of the opaque gimmicks of yore
have become the movie vernacular of
the present, and those that haven’t can
be dismissed as the quaint clichCs of a
bygone movie time. Moreover, it’s
almost impossible to come up with a
really scabrous subject anymore-most
of the mild waves stirred up by Luna
were ripples of mirth at its silliness,
rather than horror at Bertolucci’s presumed daring-incest or no incest. In
any case, the regulars have had lots of
time to get used to the festival’s former
enfants terribles: By now they know what
to expect from the likes of Fassbinder et
al. even before the lights dim.
This year there’s been a preponderance of films from Mitteleuropa, with
divergent approaches to the medium
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her comrades on screen. GBbor’s presentation unstintingly records a system that
exalted the mediocre while condemning
the iust for their alleged deviationist sins,
yetihe mood of this multilayered film is
anything but harsh and didactic. With
its hushed voices and amber-lit interiors,
dividing neatly along geographical- Angi Era offers a succession of subtly
political lines. Films from the East (spe- telling moments that merge to create a
cifically Hungary and Poland) are chilling panorama of corruption.
rather despairingly humanistic, and
seek to grasp the audience’s attention in
HE EVER-PROLIFIC RAINER
traditional ways-involving us with a
Maria Fassbinder was reprerealistic, detailed plot and engaging our
sented by two films this year.
feelings for the characters. The West (One festival committee member inGerman entries by Fassbinder and Her- formed me, no irony intended, that these
zog, on the other hand, are glacially ni- were Fassbinder’s best efforts so far in
hilistic, consciously setting up one bar- 1979.) The M a r r i a g e of M a r i a Braun,
rier after another to keep the viewer from the more generally accessible of the two,
having any emotional identification could be seen as a kind of capitalist comwith what’s occurring on screen.
panion piece to Angi Era. Its heroine
The Hungarian Ang8 V e r a turned likewise manages to prevail despite postout to be one of the festival’s most pun- war upheaval, but the glint of ambition
gent surprises, coming as it did from a is ever apparent in Maria’s amoral gaze.
director, Pi1 GBbor, who was an un- A conventional working-class Berliner,
known here. The title character, played Maria (Hanna Schygulla) weds her solby Veronika Papp, is an orphaned dier sweetheart Hermann while the
peasant girl coming of age at the dawn of world is literally falling down around
the Communist era in 1948. Ostenta- them. With her husband missing and
tiously humble yet evidently eager to presumed dead on the eastern front,
take part in the socialist tomorrow, Vera Maria blithely gains employment after
manages to win a coveted spot in a the war at an off-limits dive frequented
school that is supposed to mold the pro- by the American army of occupation;
letarian leaders of the future. From the here she attracts the eye of a homely but
outset, Vera shows a preternatural gift sincere black G . I . named Bill. Fond
for making each politically correct move though she is of him (not to mention all
through the maze of Stalinist cant. She those goodies from the PX), once Herbefriends a humorless informer with mann unexpectedly turns up Maria
good Party connections, seemingly out doesn’t hesitate for a second to unload
of pity for the woman’s isolation from Bill by whatever extreme means are
her less. dogmatic barrackmates. Vera necessary. Hermann takes the rap for
then spurns the attentions of a hand- Bill’s murder, and Maria proceeds to
some, unlettered coalminer in prefer- cast her net over a repatriated indusence for her anemic young instructor in trialist whose occasional bedmate and
Marxism-only to publicly confess the right-hand executive she becomes.
liaison during the day of mass “self- Maria grasps her share of the economic
criticism” that climaxes the school term, miracle of the 1950s, storing up her recarefully blaming herself for her lapse sources for the day of her reunion with
(an obvious badge of sincerity). Said the one man to whom she had ever really
tutor suddenly disappears from sight, submitted her will. Yet the fate that had
Vera is graduated with honors, and soon raised her to prominence is capricious
she is comfortably ensconced in the back indeed, and Maria must make her own
of a sedan heading for Budapest and a postwar reparations at the film’s (litercushy job in journalism; on the road ally) explosive,denouement.
Fassbinder clearly wants Maria Braun
alongside, one of her outspoken classmates with a true revolutionary past eats in general and its protagonist in particudust a$ she struggles with a rickety pre- lar to carry a hefty symbolic weight, not
war bicyle.
just as metaphors for the survival inWhat makes Angi Era so intriguing is stinct, but for the fatal taint of materialthat you’re never sure whether Vera’s ism as well. Growing more self-absorbed
progress is due to coolheaded calcula- at each stage in her ascent to bourgeois
tion or dumb luck. Veronika Papp status, Maria is literally sickened and
adroitly makes her a creature of wistful deranged by her exposure to amuence
glances and ethereal sighs; Vera’s ingen- -before long, she’s throwing up in chic
uous smile baflles both the viewer and restaurants, laughing to herself hysteri-
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:ally, and lashing out nastily at her eco- than man’s inhumanity to -man is the
iomic inferiors. As Schygulla’s superla- viciousness of the sexually aberrant toively ironic performance makes plain, ward one another.
Elvira is succored by a succession of
Maria’s utter candor as to her motives is
ier saving grace; the character’s in- well-meaning females: his stoical exlomitable resolve always shines through wife, the nun who raised Elvira during
hose fleshy, baby-doll contours of the his arid boyhood, and most particularly
the prostitute Zora (hilariously sketched
ictress’s face.
As usual with Fassbinder, his sense of by Ingrid Caven, a Fassbinder mainletachment is paramount. He keeps you stay), a haggard sprite who scampers
it a veritable arm’s length from the about in shorts and bedraggled fun-furs
lvorld of his heroine: Scene after scene and lulls Elvira to sleep with fairy stories
i-ames the actors at an extreme distance more lurid than the Grimms ever comi-om the camera, lest otherwise the piled. Before embracing his grim desiewer be tempted to empathize with the tiny, Elvira wanders through the abat:haracters. Sequences that in other toir where he once worked (gruesome
lands might build to emotional cathar- shots of cows being slaughtered while
Elvira recites a dispassionate litany of
;is are here stylized into ritual-Maria
itrolls to join her black suitor for their his early catastrophes) and the convent
irst dance, and the cafe’s other patrons, that once sheltered him, finally paying a
nute and frozen, watch them entwine; call on the depraved sensualist turned
me brisk thump on the noggin some real estate magnate who first convinced
-eels later, and in a trice Bill is a candi- Elvira to change his sex.
iate for posthumous honors. ThroughAll ofwhich transpires in the patented
>ut Fassbirder shows a rather self- Fassbinder manner. He snakes the
zonscious bent for the emblematic. His camera through murky, claustrophobic
lotion of wickedness is a bit droll and decors, muddies the narrative with lots
:hildlike-you know that Maria’s really of post-Godard temporal disorientation,
ost her once-sturdy bearings when she and overlays the whole with asynchrostarts cavorting around her surburban nous monologues by Elvira and others
iilla in scanties, even when well- dredging u p his misbegotten past.
starched company calls.
Moreover, as usual Fassbinder defiantly
Her final comeuppance could scarce- flouts the usual notions of movie plausiy be more arbitrary from the point of bility; while everyone on screen seems to
Yiew of the plot-yet the fact that this is view Elvira as indisputably female
:learly intentional doesn’t render it any (albeit a rather exotic case), the actor
more acceptable. Fassbinder’s penchant Fassbinder has chosen to play her looks
br peremptorily polishing off his characters is a thread linking many of his
movies; to me it suggests a kind ofgenerilized contempt far beyond his specific
iisdain for the mortal lapses of his protagonists. In the end, there’s something
more decadent about Fassbinder’s own
misanthropy than there is in the morally
bankrupt world he keeps exhuming.

more like a pudgy bruiser who’d been
blindfolded and forced to rummage
through the wrong closet. It’s hard to
accept In th Year of Thirteen Moons simply
as an examination of society’s oppression of its human marginalia, since Fassbinder himself takes such evident delight in humiliating his protagonist. The
director’s own mean-spiritedness and
his overly precious stylistic tics make
this film suffocating to watch.
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director Andrzej Wajda also
contributed two films this year,
and his Withmat Anesthesia, in its doggedly naturalistic fashion, is also concerned with its hero’s final fall from
grace. Here, however, the character in
question is a much more conventional
sort, and one who by the usual standards has considerably more to lose. Wajda’s protagonist is a portly, rather smug
journalist who has come to take for
granted those cherished perks that attach to his position in the classless utopia. His complacency starts to ebb when
his wife suddenly decides to leave him
for another-and ideologically trendier
-man. At the same time, he sees ominous signals that his professional status
is slipping: a lost assignment, a cancelled
seminar at the university, and worst of
all, the cancellation of his subscriptions
to Stem and Newsweek. As the hapless
reporter, Zbigniew Zapasiewicz traces
this downward arc from frustration to

I

N THE YEAR OF THIRTEEN
M o o n s is Fassbinder at his most
willfully perverse, a work for the
delectation of his hard-core aficionados
alone. This is another of his bile-etched
poitraits of the sexually extreme, recording the last paroxysms of a petulantly
self-destructive transsexual named Elvira (Volker Spengler) who never should
have gone to Casablanca for that operation in the first place. After an ill-fated
night of would-be debauchery, Elvira
slides down the path of self-annihilation
when her lover gives her a sadistic dressng-down (both physically and symbolically) before walking out for good-all
predictably Fassbinderesque, since in
his lexicon the only truth more constant
INQUIRY
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hopelessness with telling restraint, but
the film surrounding him is too verbose
and programmatically outlined to deliver the emotional charge it aims for.
Wajda’s other entry, The Young
Girls of Wilko, could scarcely be more
different in manner, and offers a far
more compelling sampling of this director’s multifaceted talents. This is a rueful pastorale set in the presocialist twenties; a handsome, emotionally isolated
war veteran (Daniel Olbrychski) comes
home and renews his boyhood acquaintance with the five sisters summering at a
neighboring estate. Although fifteen
years have passed and most of the
women have married, their bond to their
former swain is as troublesome as ever.
Each is drawn to him yet repelled by his
difidence, while he flirts with each but
commits himself to none.
Wajda’s languid rhythms are perfectIv suited to this bucolic intrieue: although Without Anesthesia frequently bogs
down in the overly concrete, Wajda’s
reticent treatment of the material here is
what gives it its richness. He takes
casual note Of the selfish indolence Of
these members of a redundant leisure
class, but what really interests Wajda is
the personal equation- the allegiances
and jealousies that bind and divide the
five sisters and their erstwhile heartthrob. What speaks loudest are the
things that remain unsaid- the hero’s
possible reponsibiliv for the death of a
sixth sister, long-departed; the lifelong
numbness for which his
Ofwartime
horrors were only a feeble pretext. Like
nearly all the best entries in this year’s
festival, The young Girls of Wilko doesn’t
bother with pyrotechnics, wisely choosing to
for a soft, even glow instead.
Werner Hemog’s Nosferatu returns
US to that icy region of the soul where
this young German director dwells
along with most of his cinematic compatriots. If there ever was a proper vehicle for Herzog’s stark, terse minimalism,
the Dracula legend is it, consideringthat
penchant of his for the walking undead
in every movie he makes.
Nosfeerub hews closely to the spirit and
structure of F. W. Murnau’s silent classic Of the Same name, and like its precursor it’s more eerie than actively terrifiring, even when our hero is teething
ruminatively on Lucy’s fair neck. Klaus
Kinski’s vampire is a near-identical twin
to the original of Max Schreck- his face
a chalky effigy, fingers like wax mourning tapers, ears resembiing massive
wads of chewed gum. This melancholy
count is as much victim as victimizer- he’s genetically programmed to

indulge in his sanguinary repasts, forced
to persevere while longing for the mortal
release that never comes.
Herzog strips the story to its essentials, foregoing the copious bloodlettings
and special effects phantasmagoria that
have usually accompanied Dracula’s
movie progeny. The result has the disarmingly primitive quality of a parochial folk tale, complete with hapless

burghers and tongue-clucking gypsie:
disconcerted by the presence of the zom
bie in their midst. Moreover, the wintry
blue filtered views of Delft (standing ir
for the story’s original Bremen) givejus
the right sense of silent horror. For once
Herzog’s own artistic anemia has met it!
screen doppelganger, and the mating o
the two has a creepy fascination all i t
own.
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Merchandise
“HAVE y o u TOLD A BUREAUCRAT TO GO TO
Hell Today?”-bumper sticker. Also available: “Energy Crisis-Made In Washington, D,C,,, 50$ each
25$ per order from Vital Knowledge, Box 22632-1, Sari
Diego,CA 92122.

F I N E W A L K I N G STICKS A N D CANES, FREE
color brochure, Marchele CO. Dept. Y, 720 Fort
Washington Ave., New
NY 1o040.

LITERATURE OF LIBERTY FEATURE,
Fbliographical essays On interdisciplinarytopics
Ing the question Of freedom and an Open society’ an‘
abstracts current articles from nearly 400 internationa
journals. 1979issues will include essays onJohn Stuar
Mill and The Idea of Progress. This valuable referenc
tool is not available on newsstands. $12/4 issues. Sen(
order and payment to LitcratureofLibcrly, 1177 Univer
sitY Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025.
D O Y O U L O V E M O V I E S ? S U B S C R I B E TC
Film In Review. Career articles/filmographies. Film Rc
views, columns on T V films, film music, 8 & 16mm. 1
issues: $12. P.O. BOX589, NYC 10021 (Sample cop
SI).

Education
UNIQUE COLLEGE IN MEXICO. UNDERgraduate, graduate, and noncredit programs in English. Arts, crafts, writing, Spanish, social studies. Perpetual sunshine, inexpensive living..Mexico’s most
beautiful town. Free color catalogue. Institute Allen&,
Apdo W, San Miguel Allende, Guanajuato, Mexico.

H e l p Wanted
ENTREPRENEURIAL L A W Y E R W A N T E D T O
take an active role in working with an international
businessman in developing various new ventures, projects, and Other profitableopportunities. Natureofassociation open, depending upon your interests, present
commitments and financial needs. A resume is essential, but it must be accompanied by a letter selling me
on you. Tell me about yourself, your goals, and why
you seek this opportunity. Your response will be held in
strictest confidence. Box 5474, New York, NY 10017.

Publications
HAPPENING IN THE PHILIPpines? Subscribe to a monthly update and analysis of
current U.S.-Philippine relations, human rights, and
the anti-Marcos resistance. $5/yr. Overseas $10. Philippinr Libciation Courier, P.O. Box 24737, Oakland, CA
94623.

T H E PEOPLE’S G U I D E T O CAMPAIGN
Politics, by Gary Robert Schwedes. Definitive work on
local campaign techniques. Nominated in “Washington Monthly” for “Political Book ofthe Year Award.”
Send $3.30 to: Schwedes Campaign Consultants, 1725
The Promenade, #224-K, Santa Monica, CA 90401.

WEAR SCROOGE!

Scrooge. St. Nick. Shedock Holmes. Dracub.Frank-

enstein. Dostavsky. Joye. Poe. Shakespare.
Thomau. Tdkien. Virginia Waoll. BMh. BFethoven.
Momn Vwaldi. Wagner. Freud.Jung. &to. Susan 6 .
Anthony.J&e-.
Napdwn. Emstein. Neandenhal
Man. Tyannasauruus. Da Vinci. Van Gogh. Earhart.
Gcdfier. Adam and Ew.Tutankhamunand Ankherenarnun. 0lhen:cat. 25.
T.SHIRTS White 57.41125 Red or blue S.41532 S.
M. L. XL or children’s.SWE4TSHlRTS:Gray $14 21
526. S. M. L. XL. TOTES: $12. 21522. NIGHT.
SHIRTS Red or blue $12. 21522. 5. M. L. onb.
APRONS 510 2lSl8. conan. prices ppd. Canadian
customers add 51.50 per piece.

HISTORICAL PROD.

box 220iq Cambridge. Ma. 02138
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EVOLUTION-sCIENCE OR RELIGION
Send for free statement by 176 leading scientists. Amei
ican Humanist Association, Dept. INQ, Box :
Amherst, NY 14226.
SAVE 62.00 ON “RESTORING T H E AMERICAI
~ r e ~ m
by”Robert Ringer, Send $10.50 (list $12.50
plus 8 5 ~shipping to Vital Knowledge Books, Bo
22632-1, San Diego, CA 92122. California resident
please add 63$ tax.
OBTAIN GOVERNMENT FILES-UNDER THI
Freedom of Information Act you are entitled to copie
of records about yourself in files of any governmen
agency-FBI, CIA: IRS, DEA, etc. For access kit wit
complete instructions send $9.95 money order to Infor
mation Enterprises, Dept. I, 1827 N. Sheridan, Wichi
ta, KS 67203.
~

Services

B. F. SKINNER, M O YE OVER! LIBERTARIAN,
know that human nature dcmandr freedom and dignity
Soon a new journal will articulate and defend thi
suppressed image of Man. Articles are nee ed! If yoi
want to join this challenge to the authoritarian socia
science establishment, contact Ron Miller, Box 807
~
~IL 60204.~
~
~
t
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W A N T E D - L I B E R T A R I A N S W I T H SPEClAi
abilities. Aspectrum ofthe leading libertarian publica
tions, organizations, and activists has organized
clearinghouse to match people with jobs. If you wouh
like to be among an elite group considered for responsi
ble positions, send your resume to The clearinghouse
325 Pennsylvania Avenue, S.E., Washington, D.C
20003. Faculty members, journalists, professional
especially welcome.
I

PROFESSIONAL EDITS, REVISES, TYPES MANU
scripts, doctorals, transcribes cassettes. Political sci
ence, literature, education, fiction, non-fiction special
ist. Marye Myers, Box 1019, South Pasadena, C!
91030.
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CHRISTMAS 1979

Christmas Seals from the past for the future.
When the American Lung Association was founded 75 years ago, TB was a death sentence.
Today it can be cured. Thanks to millions of generous Americans and miracles of modern
science. But the same technology which provided medicines against TB also created new
threats to the lungs. In our workplaces. In products we use daily. In the very air we breathe.
Give to Christmas Seals. Then and now, it's a matter of life and breaths.

LUNG ASSOCIATION
Space contributed by the publisher as a public service

75th Anniversary
The "Christmas Seal" People
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Please send a year of INQUIRY (20 issues) and a holiday card announcing
my gift to the following people.
1st Gift

(please print)

Address

2nd Gift
Address

City

State

Zip

City

3rd Gift

Your Name

Address

Address

City

State

0 My check is enclosed.
0 Renew my subscription.
0 Also enter a subscription in my name.

Zip

City

State

Zip

State

Zip

0 Master Charge
0 VISA
Acct. No.
Exp. Date

Send to: Holiday Gifts, INQUIRY, P.O. Box 2500, Menlo Park, CA 94025
E013'
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